RESCO PRODUCT CATALOGS

Anchoring, Guy Strand
Expanding | Cross-Plate | Square-Shaft | Mid-Strength Helix | Pisa Anchors | Guy Strand

Cable Accessories
Terminators | Loadbreak Elbows | Deadbreak Elbows | Elbow Accessories | 200A Accessories | Splices | Junctions, Surge Arresters | Grounding Products

Conductor
ACSR Bare Aluminum Overhead | Cover Overhead Triplex 600V Poly and XLP Aluminum | Covered Overhead Quadruplex 600V Poly and XLP Aluminum | URD 600V Triplex and Quadruplex XLP Aluminum | Bare Cooper Wire Conductor | Underground Distribution Primary Cable

Connectors

Enclosures
Box Pads | Ground Sleeves | Cabinets and Pedestals

Hardware, Grounding, Wood/Fiberglass Products
Guy Hooks | Pole Eye Plates | Pole Bands | Carriage | Double Arming | Upset | Ovaleye | Machine | Lag | Eyenuts | Square Nuts | Washers | Staples | Spool Clevis | Brackets | Shield Wire Supports | Crossarm & Pole Top Insulator Pins | Clamps | Hardware | Crossarms | Braces | Grounding
Insulators, Formed Wire
Pin | Post | Spool | Deadend | Suspension | Guy Strain | Bushing Cover | Wildlife Protection | Formed Wire Products

Overhead Switches
Porcelain & Polymer Cutouts | Overhead Switches

Protection
Normal, Heavy-Duty & Riser Arresters | Fuse Links | Bayonets | Wildlife Protection

Tools & Miscellaneous
Flashlights | Hand Tools | Cutters | Grips | Hoists | Tape | Miscellaneous

Transformers
Single-Phase Pole-Mounted | Single-Phase Pad-Mounted | Three-Phase Pad-Mounted Transformers
Acuity Brands  
   American Electric Lighting  
   DTL Photo Controls  
   AEMC  
   Aervo- Pacific  
   AFL Global  
   Alan Wire  
   Almetek  
   Alturnamats  
   Aluma-Form  
   American Casting  
   American Polywater  
   American Safety  
   Aquatronics  
   Astra Corp. (Durham)  
   Bartlett Mfg.  
   Bashlin  
   Bell Lumber & Pole  
   *Blackburn Mfg.  
   Bridgewell Resources  
   *Brooks Lumber  
   Brooks Utility Products  
     Ekstrom  
     Meter Devices  
     Tyden Brooks  
   *Burndy  
   Barfield  
     *Connector Mfg Corp (CMC)  
   Buckingham  
   Canusa  
   Carhartt  
   Carsonite  
   Central Moloney  
   CG Global  
   Champion Wire  
   Commscope Inc.  
   Composite Material Tech  
   Concast  
   Condux  
   Conex Cable  
   Connector Products  

*CRC Chemical  
   Curlee Mfg.  
   Dakota Riggers  
   DeMARK  
   Diversitech  
   Dicke Tool  
   Dura-Line  
   Dynatel 3M  
   *Earth Contact Products  
   Eaton  
     *Cooper Power Systems  
     *Cooper Lighting  
     *Cutler Hammer  
   Edison Controls F.C.I.  
   *Electrical Materials Company  
   Electromark  
   Elliot Industries  
   E-M Instruments  
   EnergyLite Lighting  
   *Erico Products  
   *ERMCO Transformers  
   Estex  
   *ETCO  
   *EVLUMA Lighting  
   *Eye Lighting  
   *Exttech Instruments  
   Fastenal  
   Fedco Electronics  
   Federal Pacific  
   FLIR Systems  
   Fluke  
   *Formex Manufacturing  
   Fox Valley Paint  
   G&W Electric  
   Galvan  
   Galvanizers  
   *GAMMA Insulators  
   *GE Lighting  
   Genics (CSI)  
   Greenlee Utility  
   Fairmont Tools  

General Cable  
   H.K. Porter  
   Halls Safety Equipment  
   Hapco  
   Hastings Fiberglass  
   HD Electric  
   *Helical Line Products  
   Hilti  
   HJ Arnett  
   HJ Enterprises  
   Houston Wire and Cable  
   Howard Industries  
   Hubbell Power Systems  
     * A.B. Chance  
     * Anderson  
     * CDR  
     * Fargo  
     * Maysteel  
     * Ohio Brass  
     Pencell  
     Quazite  
     Trinetics  
     USCO  

*Hughes Brothers  
   Huskie Tools  
   ICMI Controls  
   Int. Corrosion Control  
   Inner-Tite  
   Kaddas  
   King Wire  
   *Klein Tools  
   K-Line Insulators  
   Koppers  
   Krenz (Fans)  
   Kunz Gloves  
   Laminated Wood Systems  
   Langdale  
   Lange Enterprises  
   Lapp Insulator  
   Laser Technology Inc.  
   *Lewis Grip

*Stocked Material
Primary Vendors

Charter Member
EUDA

RESKO
Rural Electric Supply Cooperative

Madison, WI | 1-800-356-9370
Ankeny, IA | 1-888-293-7372
Liftall Workspace Products
Line Hardware
LPS Labs
Lyon Workspace
Maclean Power Systems
  Dixie
  *Joslyn
  Marathon
Marmon Utility LLC
  *Hendrix Aerial Cable
  *Hendrix Molded Products
  *Hendrix Medium Voltage Cable
  *Kerite
Mcfarland Cascade
McWane Poles
Mid Central Electric
Midwest Electric
*Milbank Manufacturing
Millerbernd Manufacturing
*3M
NGK Locke
Nasco Industries
*National Strand
*National Telephone Supply (Nicopress)
Neese Industries
Nehring Electrical Works
New Basis (Associated Plst.)
Newell Porcelain
*Nexans
*Nordic Fiberglass
*Ohio Steel
Old Castle
  Carson Ind.
Omega Marking
Osmose
Oshkosh Tools (Leach)
P & R Industries
Patton & Cooke
Pennsylvania Transformer
Penn Union
Petroflex
Plymouth Rubber
Power Line Hardware
Power Line Sentry
*Prime Conduit
*Prysmian
*Preformed Line Products
Premax
Princeton Tec
*PUPI (GeoTek)
R & M Plastics
Radar Engineers
Rauckman Utility Products
*Redmore Products
Richards Manufacturing
Riley Enterprises
Ripley Tools
*Ritz USA
Rockford Silkscreen Process
RoDon Corp
Ronk Electrical
Royal Switchgear Mfg Co
*Rustoleum
Salisbury by Honeywell
Sefcor
Sellstrom Manufacturing
*Service Wire Company
Seves
  PPC Insulators
  Sediver
*Shakespeare Composite Structures
Shallbetter Inc.
Sherman & Reilly
Siemens
  *Bridges Electric
  *Sievert Industries
*Southwire
Southern States
Speed Systems
Sterling Locks
*Streamlight
Stress Crete Group
King Luminaires
Stress Crete Poles
Substation Battery Systems
SunRise Battery Systems
Tech Products
*TE Connectivity
ALR
*Amp
*Raychem
Ten K Solar
*Thomas & Betts
  Blackburn/Homac
  Carlon
  Elastimold
  Fisher-Pierce
  Hi-Tech
  Joslyn Hi-Voltage
  Thomasson
  Total Tools
  Travis PDU
  Treated Materials
  Trinity Poles
  Turner Electric
  *Two Sockets/Two Meters
  *UG Products
  Utilco / Ilsco
Utility Metals
Utility Solutions
Valmont Industries
  Valmont-Newmark
  Whately
  *Vaughn Corp
  Victor Insulators
  Virginia Plastics
  WARCO
  Warren Heim Corp.
  Werner Ladder
  Willian Frick Co.
  *Youngstown Gloves

RESCO does not represent all manufacturers in all states. Please contact your local RESCO Representative for more information.
ABOUT RESCO

Who We Are

Rural Electric Supply Cooperative (RESCO) is a member-owned not-for-profit electrical wholesaling business. Our members and customers are Rural Electric Cooperatives, Municipal Electric Utilities and Investor Owned Utilities in the upper Midwest extending from Michigan to Montana. We assist our member/customers with the procurement of their distribution and transmission electrical material supply needs at very low and competitive prices.

First incorporated in 1936 as Wisconsin Electric Cooperative (WEC), we became Rural Electric Supply Cooperative (RESCO) in 1972 to reflect an expansion into multiple states and our more active role as an electrical distributor. Today, RESCO is one of the largest full-line distributors of high-voltage electrical products in the Midwest; supplying power cable, transformers and utility pole hardware, plus high-tech systems and equipment. We provide dependable service and an assured source of reasonably priced, quality materials to all electric utility customers. Our six fully-stocked, strategically located warehouses exceed 100,000 square feet of inventory storage space and can ship products 24/7, promptly responding to any emergency.

Our experienced management team and knowledgeable professional sales staff help customers solve distribution and transmission issues quickly to keep power flowing throughout the region. Plus, RESCO offers the added “value of ownership” benefit whereby excess margins are returned to our members in the form of patronage refunds.

Cooperative Buying Power, Stable Inventory, Next-Day Shipping

As RESCO’s many satisfied members and other customers have realized, there are numerous “strength in numbers” benefits to purchasing electrical material supplies from RESCO. More than just a professional business relationship, we offer a cost-effective and dependable partnership that ensures each organization receives the best overall value on its electrical distribution and transmission material needs.

RESCO’s charter membership in the Electrical Utility Distributors Association (EUDA), gives us more than $1.0 billion in cooperative clout to negotiate with reliable manufacturers who provide quality materials at reasonable prices and deliver on time. Our sophisticated computerized material forecasting and inventory control programs ensure that our warehouses stay fully stocked and that items are easily accessed. Next-day shipping is standard for in-stock items.

RESCO’s extensive inventory includes all required materials for constructing, operating, and maintaining transmission and distribution systems.
**Top Rated Customer Support**

RESCO’s members and customers regularly give us top marks for service and support. Our highly trained, technically astute team works closely with each customer to solve the most complex power problems in the most efficient and cost-effective manner possible.

RESCO assigns each customer a specific outside account manager and in-house customer service representative who work as a team to ensure personal, efficient service. RESCO’s outside account managers are strategically located throughout their trade area, allowing us to get to know each customer’s individual needs and to respond quickly when problems occur. Our in-house customer service sales team has a thorough knowledge of products and application so we can provide hard-to-find parts quickly and provide an accurate overview of which products work best under various conditions.

---

**Cooperative Emergency Responsiveness**

When storms strike and lines go down our members/customers count on RESCO to swing into action right along with them. Our emergency-mode plan includes:

- Strategically located RESCO Storm Response trailers are fully furnished with dedicated material our customers would need in a storm situation. RESCO’s Storm Response trailers can be delivered within a few hours after a storm strikes so our members/customers can quickly restore power.
- Storm-stock reserve arrangements with our primary manufacturer partners so sudden spikes in orders don’t overload the system.
- Access to more than $100 million of in-stock inventory and special delivery arrangements with manufacturers and our EUDA membership.
- 24-hour on-call shipping arrangements in place at all warehouses.
- Inside sales team available during emergencies to answer questions, make connections and provide the extra support needed to restore operations quickly.

---

**Extra Value, Extra Savings**

Value is more than a number on a price tag. At RESCO, we put our industry knowledge to work for members in a myriad of ways to help them keep their equipment costs down.

RESCO’s ordering software connects with manufacturers, allowing customers to lock in prices and materials when orders are placed and reducing lead-time requirements, which in turn reduces carrying costs. Members can order full or partial truckload quantities for greater flexibility, and we offer work order packaging, on-site material trailers, information technology support, product standardization, material kitting and tool repair.

Plus, RESCO’s non-profit business model requires excess margins be returned to our members in the form of patronage refunds. When RESCO saves, our members save.
CORPORATE – WISCONSIN
Office/Warehouse
2250 Pinehurst Drive
Middleton, WI 53562
Sales Support: (800) 356-9370

MINNESOTA
Office/Warehouse
4100 30th Avenue South
Moorhead, MN 56560
Sales Support: (800) 346-3330

IOWA
Office/Warehouse
933 SE Shurfine Drive
Ankeny, IA 50021
Sales Support: (888) 293-7372

MICHIGAN
Warehouse
1640 Gover Parkway
Mt. Pleasant, MI 48858
Sales Support: (800) 356-9370

NORTH DAKOTA
Warehouse
508 58th Street West
Williston, ND 58801
Sales Support: (800) 346-3330

SOUTH DAKOTA
Warehouse
3715 Airport Road
Pierre, SD 57501
Sales Support: (800) 346-3330

info@resco1.com
www.resco1.com

STORM RESPONSE
1-866-273-5030